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Abstract
Electrochemical biosensors are considered to be convenient in measuring mercury concentration, whereas they exhibits some beneficial properties, e.g.,

high sensitivity and simplicity of operation. However, electrochemical mercury biosensors often require expensive materials (e.g. Pt) to be used and/or

application of high potential during analysis [1-3] that can reduce the sensitivity and reliability of the measurement due to the occurrence of side

electrochemical reactions of other electrochemically active compounds in the sample [4,5]

In this research an amperometric Hg2+ ion biosensor was manufactured by modifying a surface of fluorine doped tin oxide coated glass slide (glass|FTO) with

a layer of Prussian blue (glass|FTO|PB) and immobilizing glucose oxidase (glass|FTO|PB|GOx) afterwards. The main idea of this research was to create a

Hg2+ ion biosensor able to operate at a low potential, thus avoiding possible influence of various side reactions occurring at the electrode at higher potentials.

Conclusions
The glass|FTO|PB|GOx biosensor developed during this work exhibited

rather wide linear range from 27 µM to 247 µM of Hg2+. In addition, the

glass|FTO|PB|GOx biosensor was able to measure concentration of

Hg2+ ions at low potential (~ 0.2 V vs Ag|AgCl, KClsat) of the working

electrode that improves the reliability of Hg2+ ions concentration

measurement. Therefore, we conclude that the glass|FTO|PB|GOx

biosensor could be convenient tool for analysis of samples containing

micromolar concentrations of mercury.
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Fig. 1. A - schematic representation of the glass|FTO|PB|GOx

biosensor structure. B - representation of the glass|FTO|PB|GOx

biosensor operation. After glucose is added into buffer solution,

glucose oxidase (Gox) catalyses oxidation of glucose resulting in the

formation of hydrogen peroxide which is electrochemically reduced

due to electrocatalytic activity of PB. However, addition of Hg2+ ions

into buffer solution results in inhibition of GOx, thus, concentration of

H2O2 decreases after the addition of Hg2+ ions causing decrement in

H2O2 reduction current.
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Fig. 2. Amperometric investigation of the glass|FTO|PB|GOx biosensor in

phosphatic buffer solution. Addition of glucose into buffer solution caused an

increment in cathodic current due to reduction of hydrogen peroxide.

Meanwhile, an addition of Hg2+ ions caused inhibition of glucose oxidase

that resulted in decrement in cathodic current.

Fig. 3. Linear dependency of Hg2+-caused decrement in reduction

current (%) on concentration of Hg2+ ions in buffer solution.


